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Abstract—Component-based design can encapsulate and isolate state and the operations on it, but timing semantics cross-cut these boundaries when a real-time task’s control flow spans multiple components. Under priority-based scheduling, inter-component control flow should be coupled with priority information, so that task execution can be prioritized appropriately end-to-end. However, the CAmkES component architecture for the seL4 microkernel does not adequately support priority propagation across intercomponent requests: component interfaces are bound to threads that execute at fixed priorities provided at compile-time in the component specification. In this paper, we present a new library for CAmkES with a thread model that supports (1) multiple concurrent requests to the same component endpoint; (2) propagation and enforcement of priority metadata, such that those requests are appropriately prioritized; and (3) implementations of Non-Preemptive Critical Sections, the Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol and the Priority Inheritance Protocol for components encapsulating critical sections of exclusive access to a shared resource. We measure overheads and blocking times for these new features and use existing theory to perform schedulability analysis. Evaluations on both Intel x86 and ARM platforms show that our new library allows CAmkES to provide suitable end-to-end timing for real-time systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the complexity of software systems has increased, component-based software engineering has emerged as a key approach for providing structure, modularity, and reusability in system design [1]. Real-time component frameworks encapsulate state, computation, and communication, allowing for separation of functional concerns and isolation of resource utilization within components to ensure that timing and other para-functional properties are enforced both locally and end-to-end, based on attributes (e.g. priorities and execution times) and constraints (e.g. deadlines) spanning multiple components.

In particular, CAmkES [2], which targets the seL4 microkernel [3], provides a description language for the functional requirements of a component-based embedded system, and for static assignment of para-functional attributes such as priorities to component threads. Such static assignment, however, may be problematic in systems where real-time task execution crosses component boundaries: a single component may execute on behalf of multiple tasks, and by assigning priorities to components rather than to tasks, CAmkES does not fully support priority-driven scheduling of multi-component tasks.

To address this limitation, we present a new library for priority-aware inter-component requests in CAmkES running atop seL4, with a concurrency framework that allows multiple tasks to execute across shared components, while retaining end-to-end task prioritization. To do so, we provide a system model that supports (1) multiple concurrent requests to the same component procedural interface endpoint; (2) priority propagation, which couples requests with priority metadata and ensures that each component thread is prioritized according to the task for which it executes; and (3) implementations of Non-Preemptive Critical Sections, Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol, and Priority Inheritance Protocol, for components encapsulating exclusive access to a shared resource. Our concurrency framework includes new extensions to the CAmkES specification language, allowing users to easily specify the desired real-time behavior of a component. The framework is implemented entirely in userspace, so it can take advantage of existing formally verified kernel mechanisms in seL4.

The mechanisms our library provides are designed to be both fast and predictable in execution time. Our protocols use priority semantics to guarantee consistency over lock acquisition without additional atomic operations. We measure the overhead induced by our protocols, and validate that it is appropriately bounded. We also provide an overview of how to do schedulability analysis for a component-based task system specified with our extensions to CAmkES, taking into account blocking times induced by both library overhead and shared resource access under our supported protocols. We demonstrate, through empirical timing measurements of task sets running on both Intel x86 and ARM hardware platforms, that our implementation, coupled with this analysis, is successful in meeting end-to-end deadlines for cross-component task execution in real-time systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section [II] surveys background information and related work. Section [III] presents our task model and associated schedulability analysis techniques. Section [IV] details the design and implementation of our library. Section [V] presents overhead measurements and empirical evaluations of synthetic task sets on two different hardware platforms, and schedulability analyses which incorporate the measured overheads across a broader set of synthetic task sets; these demonstrate the suitability of our library for real-time systems. Section [VI] concludes the paper, and discusses directions for future work.

1Available from https://www.sudvarg.com/priority-aware-camkes
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

CAmkES provides a description language for the functionality of a component-based embedded system. It is designed to incur minimal execution time and memory overhead. CAmkES is implemented atop seL4 [3], [4], and allows compile-time specification of component thread priorities [5]. The seL4 microkernel is a widely used [6], [7], lightweight, formally-verified [8], [9] OS kernel with capability-based access control to broker all user-level functionality. All kernel pathway worst-case execution times have been analyzed and bounded [10]. This makes seL4 well-suited for real-time systems, and it is a natural target for CAmkES, allowing for separation between components, while providing efficient IPC channels to handle the explicitly-defined connections between them. In this work, we provide a framework that expands CAmkES’ support for real-time tasks by setting end-to-end across shared components atop the seL4 kernel. We aim to show how real-time tasks can be mapped to a component model and implemented in CAmkES and seL4 without changes to seL4’s verified codebase or existing CAmkES based application software, thus allowing easy adoption.

The Component-Integrated ACE ORB (CIAO) [11] [12] extends and specializes the CORBA Component Model [13] with QoS specifications provided as metadata (separate from functional specifications). In both CAmkES and CIAO, RPC invocations are realized as synchronous IPC between threads in separate components, though if components are specified within the same protection domain, both CAmkES and CIAO can resolve RPCs between them into direct function calls.

The Patina API [14] provides priority-aware synchronization primitives for shared resource access in seL4. It includes a mutex service that implements the Priority Inheritance Protocol; threads obtaining a lock must invoke the service via an RPC. In contrast, our framework extends the existing CAmkES design to encapsulate all execution over a shared resource in its own component, allowing each component to manage its own priority-based locking protocols. Patina does not support nested locking; because our framework provides multiple protocols, nested locking can be achieved via nested requests among correctly-configured components.

An alternative to inter-thread RPC is thread migration between protection domains, which some OS kernels enable by decoupling a thread’s execution context (e.g. register values, stack, address space, etc.) from its scheduling context (e.g. priority, resource accounting statistics, temporal reservations, etc.). In the Mach 3.0 kernel, RPC is realized by having the requesting thread immediately continue executing in the context of the server; a partial context switch is needed to separate execution contexts, but the scheduling context maintains continuity across the call [15]. A similar, efficient thread migration mechanism was later realized for inter-component requests in the Composite component-based OS [16]. These approaches let end-to-end task execution retain scheduling semantics across component boundaries, but do not directly support priority protocols for shared resource access. A migrating scheduling context must also acquire an execution context and related resources (e.g. a stack) from the target component’s scope. It is argued [17] that access to the allocated stacks in a component can induce priority inversion, unless each component allocates a stack for each thread in the system. Because CAmkES explicitly defines all intercomponent request paths, our framework is able to allocate threads (and associated stacks) in a way that avoids such contention.

Capacity-reserve donation (Credo) [18], implemented in the original L4 microkernel [19], uses scheduling context migration to propagate priorities with intercomponent requests, while also supporting shared resource access protocols (in particular, the Priority Inheritance Protocol [20] and the Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol [21], [22]). A similar approach [23] was later implemented to support the Priority Inheritance Protocol and bandwidth inheritance [24] in the NOVA microhypervisor [25]. These approaches, unlike ours, require the kernel to track the full migration path of the scheduling context. Ours is a userspace framework, and its resource access protocol mechanisms require only a single priority parameter to be passed as part of the request message, eliminating the need for runtime traversal of request chains.

In contrast to previous work, our implementation enables user-level propagation of priorities between components and user-level mechanisms to implement shared resource access protocols. It does not require kernel-level tracking of complete request chains, with priority metadata instead passed as a single-word parameter as part of the RPC message. This allows RPC to be realized as synchronous IPC using a thread model that enables immediate request-passing where appropriate, while appropriately blocking on access to locked resources.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this work, we target an implicit-deadline, sporadic task system, using fixed-priority, preemptive scheduling on a uniprocessor. Our system is composed of a set $\Gamma$ of tasks $\{\tau_i = (C_i, \tau_i, p_i)\}$ characterized by a worst-case execution time $C_i$ and a minimum interarrival time $\tau_i$, and assigned a priority $p_i$. We assume, for schedulability considerations, that task execution is nonblocking (except when waiting for a lock held by another task).

Our target OS platform is the seL4 microkernel [3], which supports fixed-priority preemptive scheduling. The seL4 kernel, compiled with default settings, schedules threads of the same priority in round-robin fashion; however, we also consider a version in which the round-robin timeslice is set large enough that threads will always run to completion unless preempted by a strictly higher priority thread. In Sections IV and V respectively, we describe our implementation and evaluation of both versions.

We define a mapping from our task system $\Gamma$ to originating components and sets of component procedure interfaces (CPIs), described in CAmkES, as follows. First, for each task $\tau_i \in \Gamma$, we define a component $c_i$ that we say originates the task. In CAmkES, that component is specified as active, giving it an associated thread with priority $p_i$ to run the task. Common
functionality or resources, shared among multiple tasks, may be encapsulated behind CPIs within other components. Each such task \( \tau_i \) is thus decomposed into multiple subtasks: an initial subtask executing in its originating component \( c_i \), with control flow then passing out of it to zero or more shared CPIs, then returning back through the request chain before finally completing execution in \( c_i \), as illustrated in Fig. 1. Requests can be nested and request chains need not be linear: an originating component or CPI may make multiple subsequent requests within the control flow of a single job.

Components hosting one or more shared CPIs are realized in CAmkES by defining them as passive. Explicit connections – from an originating component or CPI that uses it, to the CPI – must be defined in CAmkES. Connections are backed by an underlying endpoint, an seL4 kernel object that enables RPC calls between threads through synchronous IPC, where the requesting thread blocks until it receives a reply. Endpoints, being synchronous, require a sending and receiving thread to rendezvous. Thus, task execution will be blocked at the transition between subtasks if no threads in the target CPI are waiting on the endpoint.

CAmkES components, using the built-in connector types, establish CPIs as endpoints with a single listening thread that handles all requests; its priority is specified as an attribute of the CAmkES configuration. This presents fundamental incompatibilities with our task model: multiple tasks executing end-to-end across shared CPIs are not guaranteed to execute subtasks according to the priority of the task, and may be blocked from progress if a procedure on its request path is already executing, even if that execution is for a request from a task of lower priority. The framework we provide addresses these problems, providing appropriate priority propagation across CPIs that encapsulate shared functionality and mechanisms for additional resource access protocols for CPIs encapsulating exclusive access to shared resources.

To analyze schedulability of our end-to-end task model, we consider several possibilities under the system model we have defined, and describe how the existing theory for rate-monotonic scheduling, including blocking time analysis for shared resource access protocols, applies to our model.

\[ C_i = C(c_i) + \sum_{c \in c_i} C(c) + \|c_i\| \cdot C_p \quad (1) \]

Each CPI \( c \) has a minimum priority \( p_{\text{min}}(c) \) among tasks for which it executes, and a maximum priority \( p_{\text{max}}(c) \). A CPI’s threads wait on its associated endpoint at \( p_{\text{max}}(c) \); the blocking time \( B_i \) induced on a task \( \tau_i \) is therefore \( \max(C_p, C_{p,\text{reply}}) \) if there exists a CPI for which \( p_{\text{min}}(c) < p_i \) and \( p_i \leq p_{\text{max}}(c) \); otherwise, \( \tau_i \) experiences no blocking time. Schedulability analysis of task sets where each task has a unique priority then can be performed using the Hyperbolic Bound with blocking factors \( 26 \):

\[ \forall \tau_i \in \Gamma \quad \prod_{p_h > p_i} \left( C_h + \frac{C_i + B_i}{T_h} + 1 \right) \leq 2 \quad (2) \]

A more pessimistic bound, though one that applies to task sets where multiple tasks may have the same priority, is presented in \( 20 \) (Corollary 17), as a generalization of the rate-monotonic utilization bound in \( 27 \).

\[ \sum_{\tau_i \in \{ \tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n \}} \frac{C_i}{T_i} + \max \left\{ \left\{ \frac{B_i}{T_i} \right\} \right\} \leq n \left( 2^{1/n} - 1 \right) \quad (3) \]

**Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol.** Our framework allows a CPI to encapsulate execution of a critical section with the Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol (IPCP). Such CPIs have a worst-case request overhead time \( C_f = C_{f,\text{send}} + C_{f,\text{reply}} \). We introduce a new term, \( B(c) \), for the worst-case blocking time that a CPI \( c \) can induce. For a CPI \( c \) to which priorities are propagated, \( B(c) = \max(C_{p,\text{send}}, C_{p,\text{reply}}) \) as before. For a CPI \( c \) having a fixed priority, e.g. one using IPCP, blocking time must be computed recursively as the sum of its execution time and protocol overhead \( (C_f + C(c)) \), plus the execution times and protocol overheads for all CPIs to which it makes requests. Now, the blocking time \( B_i \) induced on task \( \tau_i \) is the maximum worst-case blocking time induced by any CPI:

\[ B_i = \max \{ \{ B(c) \mid p_{\text{min}}(c) < p_i \leq p_{\text{max}}(c) \} \} \quad (4) \]

IPCP is an improved version of Non-Preemptive Critical Sections (NPCS), which assigns the maximum system priority to execution in all critical sections. Under NPCS, then, the blocking time induced by any CPI becomes:

\[ B_i = \max \{ \{ B(c) \mid p_{\text{min}}(c) < p_i \} \} \quad (5) \]

Task WCETs must account for the different overheads, \( C_p \) and \( C_f \), induced by priority propagation and requests to fixed-priority CPIs, respectively. We say that a task \( \tau_i \) executes across a set of fixed-priority CPIs \( \hat{c}_{i,f} \) and a set of CPIs that
propagate priority $\hat{c}_{i,p}$. This results in a new equation for task WCET, slightly modified from Eqn. [1]

$$C_i = C(c_i) + \sum_{c \in \hat{c}_i} C(c) + \|\hat{c}_{i,p}\| \cdot C_p + \|\hat{c}_{i,f}\| \cdot C_f$$  (6)

Schedulability analysis, using Eqns. [2] or [3] can be performed using these new blocking times and WCETs.

**Priority Inheritance Protocol.** Our framework also supports CPIs that use the Priority Inheritance Protocol (PIP), as described in Section IV. As we show in Section V our mechanism induces protocol overhead that depends on the number of tasks that execute on the CPI. For such a CPI $c$, we denote this $C_i(c)$. Because a task can be blocked for the duration of multiple critical sections under PIP, CPIs implementing PIP may induce longer worst-case blocking times than those using IPCP [20]. However, under PIP, higher-priority tasks may preempt lock-holders in situations where this preemption could not happen under IPCP, which may make PIP attractive for some soft real-time applications.

Our model restricts the nesting of CPIs such that a CPI implementing PIP can only send requests to CPIs with a fixed priority ceiling, i.e., IPCP or NPCS; we do not currently provide a mechanism for nested priority inheritance. The implementations of the other priority protocols we provide (priority propagation, IPCP, and NPCS) do not change the priorities of threads executing request procedures, and therefore can invoke nested requests to CPIs of any type.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The CAmkES framework [5] provides a specification language to describe a system as a collection of components and connections between them. CAmkES generates the necessary seL4 system calls to create components and IPC described by a user-provided system specification and component source code, then compiles everything into an ELF binary packaged with an seL4 kernel image.

Our goal in this work is to elaborate on the CAmkES framework without changes to its underlying parser or the seL4 kernel. The design and implementation of our approach provides priority propagation across thread-safe, reentrant components executing similarly to sequential, non-componentized versions. We also support several priority-based locking protocols – including the Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol (IPCP), Non-Preemptive Critical Sections (NPCS), and Priority Inheritance Protocol (PIP) – to provide synchronization over component-encapsulated shared state. Component execution is replicated across subtasks and control flows, with multiple subtasks in a single component, so that functionality itself need not be replicated. Each component provides spatial isolation via its own separate address space, which is shared among its threads’ unique stacks.

**Priority Propagation.** We first consider CPIs that encapsulate reentrant functionality shared among multiple tasks. So that end-to-end task execution follows the semantics of fixed-priority, preemptive scheduling as described in Section III, we require that task priority propagates with control flow across request paths. Such a CPI, having an interface tagged with the “propagated” priority protocol attribute (as described later in this section), must execute requests at the priority of the requesting thread, and handle concurrent requests in a preemptive fashion, i.e. a CPI may preempt its own procedure’s execution if it receives a request from a higher priority task.

To achieve these goals, we give each CPI a pool of threads, all waiting for requests on the underlying endpoint. To ensure thread availability whenever a request arrives, the size of the pool is set equal to the number of possible concurrent requests, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Because CAmkES provides a static specification of CPIs and request connections, this value is straightforward to determine.

Threads wait on the endpoint at the highest priority among all tasks that use the interface, referred to as its priority ceiling (PC). This ensures that if a request preempts existing execution in the CPI on behalf of another request through the interface, the thread handling the new request will be of sufficiently high priority to begin execution. Upon receiving a request, the handling thread immediately sets its priority to that of the requesting thread, per the priority information that is passed to it over the endpoint as part of the request message. It then executes its procedure, running the subtask at the originating task’s priority. After execution is complete, it elevates its priority back to its original waiting priority, replies to the requestor, then goes back to waiting on the endpoint. By receiving a request and sending the reply at the priority ceiling of the interface, these transitions between subtasks are equivalent to critical sections with IPCP semantics (under traditional fixed-priority preemptive scheduling) and induce equivalent blocking time as was discussed in Section III.

**Shared Resource Access Protocols.** CPIs that encapsulate exclusive access to a shared resource must provide appropriate priority semantics for the associated critical section. We assume that each such CPI encapsulates a complete critical section. Encapsulation of a shared resource for which only a portion of execution must be locked can be realized with one or more CPIs propagating priority for reentrant access to the resource, and other CPIs encapsulating locking semantics for nonreentrant, exclusive access. Fig. 2 shows how nested locking (acquiring a second lock while already holding a lock) can then be achieved through a chain of requests: a CPI encapsulating one lock can make a request to another CPI encapsulating the second lock.

It is straightforward to implement NPCS and IPCP. Both are achieved by tagging an interface with the “fixed” priority protocol attribute and providing a single listening thread to its
endpoint, assigning the thread a priority equal to the priority ceiling. This wraps the implementation of these protocols that is provided by both the MCS and non-MCS builds of the seL4 kernel [28]. NPCS is realized under traditional, fixed-priority, preemptive scheduling by assigning a CPI the maximum system priority (255). Once a request is received by the interface, it cannot be preempted. Under round-robin scheduling of threads having equal priorities, NPCS comes with the additional constraint that all tasks (and their originating components’ threads) are restricted to priorities less than the maximum. This guarantees that execution in a critical section is not preempted by a new request, which implies that two critical sections cannot execute concurrently: one critical section would necessarily have to begin execution before the other, and for the second critical section to execute, it would have to be in response to a request preempting the first.

Because NPCS induces blocking time on all tasks in a system, the IPCP is typically preferred as an alternative fixed-priority resource access protocol. As noted in [28], the IPCP is straightforward to implement by providing an endpoint with a single thread, assigned a priority equal to the priority ceiling of the CPI. With only a single thread listening on the endpoint, no additional lock variable is necessary. The IPCP is, as defined in [21], a deadlock avoidant protocol; however, under seL4’s priority-based round-robin scheduler, deadlocks can occur.

One solution to this is to assign “fixed” CPIs a priority equal to PC+1. However, deadlock could still occur if two CPIs, each using the IPCP, request the other’s interface; this would result in a task attempting to acquire a lock it already holds. To guarantee the absence of deadlock one would have to ensure that no cycles exist in the digraph of connections. For a given system specification, CAmkES can generate a digraph representation in the DOT language [29]; this may be used to detect cycles, which alert to possible deadlock.

In this work, we do not implement the original Priority Ceiling Protocol, as described in [20]. The Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol assigns static priorities to component interfaces; because connections are defined statically in the

CAmkES specification, these priority ceilings can be computed offline. However, the original Priority Ceiling Protocol requires the tracking of a priority ceiling among all currently acquired locks; this would require online global state even among non-interacting components.

Priority Inheritance Protocol. An interface will provide locking with PIP semantics if tagged with the “inherited” priority protocol attribute. For these interfaces, our framework supplies the CPI with three variables: a non-atomic boolean lock, a pointer to the Thread Control Block (TCB) of the lock-holder, and the current inherited priority. These CPIs are again supplied with a pool of threads, the size of which is equal to the number of possible concurrent requests. The threads belong to the same CPI and share an address space, so they all have access to the CPI-scoped variables used by the protocol mechanisms. Under traditional fixed-priority preemptive scheduling, these threads are set to wait on the endpoint at the priority ceiling.

Our implementation of that protocol is illustrated in Fig. 4

When a request arrives, the responding thread (1) checks the lock. If the lock is already held, it proceeds to (2) check the inherited priority variable against its own request priority. If the request priority is higher, it is inherited by the thread currently holding the lock: the responding thread (3) updates the inherited priority variable, then (4) elevates the priority of the locking thread’s TCB. At this point, it (5) waits for a signal indicating that the lock has been freed.

If, however, the lock is unlocked, the thread (8) marks the lock as locked, (9) sets the inherited priority variable to the request priority, (10) sets the TCB pointer to itself, then (11) demotes its priority to the request priority, (12) runs

---

3Consider a task, τ1, that needs to acquire locks A then B in a nested fashion. Another task, τ2, needs to acquire lock B then A. If τ1 and τ2 have priorities equal to the priority ceiling, τ1 could be switched out for τ2 while holding A. τ2 could then acquire B and proceed to wait on lock A. At this point, when τ1 attempts to obtain lock B, deadlock occurs.
the interface’s procedure code to handle the request. Once complete, it (13) promotes itself back to the priority ceiling, (14) marks the lock as unlocked, (15) signals any threads waiting for the lock, then finally (16) replies to the requestor and returns to waiting on the endpoint.

The seL4 kernel provides notification objects, which are simple signaling mechanisms that support blocked waiting. Notification objects are not priority aware if the seL4 kernel is compiled without MCS features: when a signal is received, the kernel wakes the first waiting thread. Thus, a single notification object is insufficient for signalling the threads waiting on a held lock, as the highest priority waiting thread is not guaranteed to be the first to obtain the lock when it becomes available. For the default kernel, we implement a priority-aware signaling mechanism that we call a notification manager. The notification manager contains a priority queue (implemented as a max-heap) of notification objects, sorted by priority, with ties broken by earliest insertion. When initialized, the notification manager creates an array of notification objects, equal to the size of the thread pool, by using the CAmkES seL4 object allocator. The notification manager reveals two public functions, wait and signal, similar to the seL4 system calls of the same names for notification objects. The request priority is passed with the wait call, allowing the notification manager to retrieve a notification object from the free list, then insert it into the heap. The wait function then uses a system call to wait on that notification object. The notification manager signals the notification object at the head of the heap. The awakened thread (6) returns from the seL4 wait system call; its control flow remains in the notification manager’s wait function, which (7) pops its notification object from the head of the priority queue. The thread (8) then proceeds as if it had found the lock available.

In the absence of round-robin scheduling of threads at the same priority, all execution of our protocol (steps 1-11 and 14-16 in Fig. 12) occurs at the priority ceiling, and so cannot be preempted by new requests. The only time that execution can be preempted by a request is when the thread is executing the CPI procedure (12-13). If preempted here, it will remain preempted while the responding thread executes steps (1-5). Thus, there can only be two threads from the pool active at any given time: either when there is one thread executing (12-13) and one at the priority ceiling in (1-5), or when the thread holding the lock signals the notification manager, waking another thread. In the latter case, the signaled thread will proceed through (6-8), while the signaling thread proceeds to (16). As both threads are executing at the priority ceiling, no new requests can arrive, and so the thread just awakened will be guaranteed that when it pops the head of the heap, it will have its own notification object, and the lock will not be acquired by another thread before it proceeds to set the lock. Thus, by priority semantics, our protocol is race-free.

However, under round-robin scheduling of same-priority threads, a race may occur: a responding thread running the mechanisms of our protocol can be swapped out for a requestor at the priority ceiling, which would wake another thread from the pool. We can solve this problem by setting the thread pool’s priority to be PC+1. Now, being a strictly greater priority, the race-free arguments we presented again hold true: execution of our protocol mechanisms occurs at PC+1, and therefore cannot be preempted by new requests. Even with nested locking, a request made by a thread already holding a lock would necessarily be at a priority inherited from a requestor, or from a “fixed” priority CPI thread running at the priority ceiling).

Using PC+1 priority, however, can induce undesirable interference with tasks of higher priorities. To avoid this, we adopt a priority-laddering scheme similar to ones used in other prior work (e.g., LynxOS), whereby tasks (and their originating components’ threads) are restricted to even priority values (from seL4’s 0-254 priority range), and so the thread pools assigned to interfaces specified with “inherited” priority are thereby restricted to the odd values (from 1 to 255). While this reduces the number of effective priority levels from 256 to 128, this still leaves more priorities available than are provided by Linux’s fixed-priority scheduling classes, which should be sufficient for most realistic task systems.

Implementation and Usability Enhancements. Our userspace implementation targets closed embedded real-time systems running atop the seL4 kernel on unicores or fully-partitioned multicore hardware. We implemented our framework with the goal of staying as true to the CAmkES language and design philosophy as possible, leveraging existing techniques used by the CAmkES framework to provide support for several protocols in only 388 lines of code, as summarized in Table 1. It minimizes (to the extent possible) changes needed for existing CAmkES application systems to incorporate its functionality. We now describe how we met this goal and summarize how a developer would use our framework.

CAmkES allows components to be declared with a set of attributes which are compiled into symbols in the component binary, and the user-provided source code for the component can use them as variables. It provides several built-in attributes; e.g., _priority sets the priority of an active component’s execution thread. If a user manually declares this attribute in a component’s definition, its priority becomes available as a variable in the source code. This is necessary for priority introspection without modification to underlying CAmkES or seL4 code because seL4 does not provide a system call for threads to read their current priority level. We define additional attributes which control the number of threads waiting on the endpoint and the CPI’s priority protocol; a provided function macro generates all required attributes for a given interface.

CAmkES provides a library of standard connectors to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Lines of Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base Framework C Code</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority Inheritance Protocol C Code</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification Manager C Code</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAmkES Macros</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAmkES Connector Declarations</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAmkES Connector Jinja Templates</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
component interfaces, using the Jinja template engine [33] to generate much of the underlying code (including syscalls) that brokers communication over a given connector type. We define a new class of connectors that inherits much of its functionality from the built-in templates for synchronous IPC. Each connector of this class defines the number of threads bound to the underlying endpoint of the target CPI; a provided function macro creates a connection with the appropriate connector type when given an object macro specifying the number of threads.

Our template code additionally inserts hooks into the appropriate functions in our library: initialization, and function calls before and after the interface procedure runs. This ensures that users of our framework do not have to remember to manually insert the necessary hooks into the provided component source code. For initialization, we leverage the existing init function that CAMkES declares for each procedure interface. Normally, a user would provide an appropriate function definition; our template defines it instead, ensuring that it is called at component initialization. To allow additional user-defined initialization, we provide an init function declaration (note the single, rather than double, underscore) that is called at the end of our template’s initialization.

Thus the framework, in its current form, requires the user to make few changes to their component source code; changes are minimal and largely necessary to avoid modifying the underlying CAMkES parser and seL4 kernel. Our framework also contains appropriate checks such that incorrectly-specified attributes will cause the application to fail to compile (with appropriate error messages). Its ease of use and its compilation checks to avoid misconfiguration make our framework suitable for developing closed real-time systems.

It is worth noting that the digraph representation generated by the CAMkES parser describes connections from components to CIPs; this lacks the information needed to determine the transitive closure of a request chain, as a component with multiple CIPs might make nested requests as part of the procedure of only one of those; this would not be evident from the digraph. This means, without changes to the CAMkES parser, that the presence of a cycle does not necessarily imply a call chain loop with deadlock potential, and that our compilation checks to avoid misconfiguration make our framework suitable for developing closed real-time systems.

V. EVALUATION

We evaluated our library using the CAMkES 3.10.0 framework, targeting version 12.1.0 of the seL4 kernel, testing synthetic task sets on both Intel x86-64 and ARMv8 AARCH32 ISA hardware platforms. We ran each task set using two configurations of the seL4 kernel: the default configuration, which provides round-robin scheduling for threads of equal priority; and a configuration that schedules threads according to traditional, fixed-priority preemptive semantics, which was achieved by setting the round-robin timeslice to a sufficiently large value. So that we could evaluate the efficacy and overhead of our notification manager, we did not enable the kernel’s MCS features. For the Intel platform, we used a system with two Intel Xeon Gold 6130 Skylake processors running at 2.1 GHz (Hyperthreading, Speedstep, and TurboBoost disabled) and 32GB of memory. For the ARM platform, we used a Raspberry Pi Model 3 B+, which has a 4-core ARMv8 Cortex-A53 and 1GB of RAM. We disabled the L2 cache, and clocked it to 700 MHz. Despite the 64-bit CPU, seL4 only supports a 32-bit ISAs on the Raspberry Pi. We enabled kernel printing and userspace access to the ARM PMU to allow our system to measure and print elapsed cycles.

Protocol Overheads. We begin by measuring the overheads induced by our protocol. To support fine-grained microbenchmarking, we measure elapsed cycles (using rdtsc on Intel, and reading directly from the cycle count register on the ARM PMU) for all measurements. Because reading from the cycle counter incurs its own overhead, we first benchmark these reads by measuring the elapsed cycles between two successive cycle counts. Results are summarized in Table II.

Dividing the maximum cycles measured between two back-to-back cycle counter reads, by the clock speed of each platform, gives a bound on the temporal resolution of our measurements of a little under 25 ns on the Intel Xeon, and 13 ns on the Raspberry Pi. We individually measure the overheads for both sending requests over an endpoint (Call) and replying to the request (Reply), separately measuring the overheads of our PIP implementation for requests to a CPI with an already-acquired lock (locked) versus those with an available lock (unlocked). We compare these overheads for our various protocols (propagated, inherited for PIP, and fixed for IPCP and NPCS) to the overhead of a request over the CAMkES built-in seL4RPCCall connector; while our protocols do induce additional overhead, the maximum values we measured equates to slightly less than 6 µs on Intel and less than 16 µs on ARM, which is suitably low for task sets running with periods as small as 5 ms. Further, the mean overheads induced by our protocol are within an order of magnitude of benchmarked raw IPC invocation values in the seL4 kernel.

We additionally measure the overhead induced by priority queues realized by different heap sizes within our notification

\[\text{https://docs.sel4.systems/Hardware/Rpi3.html}\]

Benchmarked performance numbers listed at https://sel4.systems/About/Performance/ report an average overhead of 382 and 387 cycles, respectively for IPC call and reply between threads in the seL4 kernel without the CAMkES framework. For the ARMv8 platform (in 64-bit mode) the reported values are 395 and 402. Even using PIP our mean overheads are only about 6.5 x this on Intel, and 4.8 x this on ARM.
For a given heap size \( n \), we initialize the heap to hold \( n - 1 \) notification objects with random priorities, then measure the elapsed cycles to push one more notification object into the heap, then pop the notification object with the greatest priority and (4) sort tasks by increasing workload. Each task is then decomposed into subtasks according to the component CPIs it traverses: we generate the workloads of each subtask (and therefore CPI) according to UUniSort (with the sum of the subtask workloads equal to the task workload minus the measured overheads induced by our protocol for requests between components). For each task where a CPI’s workload has already been determined (if it’s shared with another task, for which it executes subtasks), we use the previously assigned value, and then generate remaining subtask workloads with UUniSort.

Each task set was run for 10 hyperperiods, with each task releasing up to 2000 jobs. We implemented periodic tasks by defining a component, the Dispatcher, which registers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Type</th>
<th>Intel Xeon Gold 6130</th>
<th>Raspberry Pi Model 3 B+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read cycle counter</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call, inherited</td>
<td>1142</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply, inherited</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td>1129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call, fixed</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>1187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply, fixed</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call, propagated</td>
<td>2252</td>
<td>2436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply, propagated</td>
<td>2178</td>
<td>2252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call, inherited, unlocked</td>
<td>2296</td>
<td>2481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call, inherited, locked</td>
<td>2298</td>
<td>2518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply, inherited, unlocked</td>
<td>2222</td>
<td>2274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply, inherited, locked</td>
<td>2224</td>
<td>2275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispatcher Overhead</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>1388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Empirical Evaluation.** To facilitate checking the schedulability of actual task sets running in CAmkES atop seL4 on our selected hardware platforms, we generate synthetic task sets over a representative topology of interacting components (the one illustrated in Fig. 2), all running on a single core. We use the following 3 configurations: (1) The CPIs of components A and B both propagate priorities, (2) the CPIs of A and B both encapsulate exclusive access to shared resources using the IPCP, and (3) A’s CPI propagates priorities, while B’s CPI (which contains the terminal endpoint in its request chain) encapsulates a lock using PIPI. For each configuration, we generate task sets with utilizations ranging from 0.1 to 1.0. For each utilization value, we generate 10 task sets: (1) assign task utilizations according to the UUniSort algorithm [35], (2) randomly select task periods from a set of harmonic values from 5 ms to 1 second (allowing trials with repeated hyperperiods to be performed efficiently), then (3) assign task workloads and priorities appropriately, and (4) sort tasks by increasing workload. Each task is then decomposed into subtasks according to the component CPIs it traverses: we generate the workloads of each subtask (and therefore CPI) according to UUniSort (with the sum of the subtask workloads equal to the task workload minus the measured overheads induced by our protocol for requests between components). For each task where a CPI’s workload has already been determined (if it’s shared with another task, for which it executes subtasks), we use the previously assigned value, and then generate remaining subtask workloads with UUniSort.

An instance of the Dispatcher is created for each task, jobs of which it dispatches via an seL4RPCCall. Dispatchers are assigned a priority higher than the three tasks, which ensures that all Dispatcher initialization occurs before any

![Fig. 5: Measured Priority Queue Overheads (in cycles)](image-url)
task can execute, and that any task can be preempted by job release, such that the exact time of release can be recorded. Each Dispatcher sets a periodic timer according to its task’s period. When the timer expires, the Dispatcher (1) issues an instruction to read from the cycle counter, (2) sends an RPC request to its associated task component, then, when it receives a reply, (3) reads again from the cycle counter. The worst-case overhead incurred by the Dispatcher to wait on the timer’s notification object, as well as the time it takes to determine job completion (aggregated as the last line of Table II) are subtracted from the elapsed time. If the resulting value does not exceed the task’s period, the job met its deadline.

Task workloads were synthesized by looping on subsequent floating point multiplication and addition operations. We measured the execution time, in cycles, for $10^9$ iterations on the Intel Xeon, and $10^5$ iterations on the slower Raspberry Pi. On the Xeon, the maximum execution time was $9.61 \times 10^5$ cycles with a standard deviation of only 2478 cycles (under 1.2 $\mu$s). For the Raspberry Pi, the maximum was $8.46 \times 10^5$ cycles, with a standard deviation of just 40 cycles (under 60 ns). The worst-case overhead of the Dispatcher’s communication over the endpoint with its task component, as well as its two reads from the cycle counter (shown in the first 3 rows of Table II) are subtracted from the execution times assigned to each task, before workload iterations are assigned to individual subtasks.

Perhaps unsurprisingly given the harmonic periods of the tasks and the predictable and well-bounded synthetic workload and library overhead times when running on both hardware platforms, no deadlines were missed for any of our tested task sets, even those having a utilization of 1.0.

**Schedulability Analysis.** To gauge the broader theoretical schedulability beyond the task set configurations evaluated above, we generated synthetic task sets according to same methodology, but with task periods from 5 ms to 1 second selected from the log-uniform distribution described in [36] (Eqn 4), assigning unique rate-monotonic priorities to each task. We also considered NPCS, for which the CPIs of A and B are both assigned the highest system priority. For each configuration, we generated task sets with utilizations ranging from 0.01 to 1.0, with 1000 task sets for each utilization value. We plotted the percentage of task sets that are guaranteed to be schedulable at each total utilization according to the hyperbolic bound without blocking, the hyperbolic bound with blocking (Eqn. 2), the Liu and Layland bound with blocking (Eqn. 3). Note that for systems of 3 tasks, the Liu and Layland utilization bound without blocking is 0.780. Blocking times are calculated according to the discussion in Section III using the empirical overhead measurements presented in Table II. The schedulability results were similar for the different hardware platforms, and so in this section we only plot results for the Intel Xeon platform, and report any differences seen on the Raspberry Pi in the text.

In Fig. 6 we show the proportion of schedulable tasks according to each bound when both CPIs propagate priority. The overhead and blocking times induced by the underlying protocol are low enough to make the hyperbolic and Liu

![Fig. 6: Schedulability with both CPIs propagating priorities](image)

and Layland schedulability tests with blocking times virtually indistinguishable from equivalent task sets without blocking. Fig. 7 shows the proportions of schedulable tasks when both CPIs are assigned fixed priorities according to IPCP. We observed similar schedulability when component A’s CPI simply propagates priorities and component B’s CPI inherits priorities according to PIP: for both configurations, the gap between the hyperbolic bounds with and without blocking is narrow; this shows that for both implementations, many task sets that would be schedulable under this sufficiency condition without mutually exclusive critical sections are still schedulable even with the blocking times they induce.

From the results plotted in Fig. 8 we see that when both CPIs are assigned the maximum system priority, such that they implement NPCS, the proportion of schedulable tasks decreases significantly compared to IPCP. This demonstrates the clear disadvantages of the protocol: we begin to see task sets with total utilizations as low as 0.04 that are not guaranteed schedulable under NPCS; under IPCP all generated task sets with total utilization above 0.55 on the Intel Xeon (and above 0.6 on the Raspberry Pi), were guaranteed to be schedulable under the hyperbolic bound with blocking. This justifies our decision to exclude NPCS from evaluation on the
target hardware platforms, as its schedulability guarantees are significantly limited.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results of our evaluations demonstrate that our extensions to the CAmkES component framework can prioritize cross-component control flows effectively. Reentrant CPIs execute at the priorities of the requesting tasks, while CPIs encapsulating critical sections use priority-based locking protocols without the need for additional atomic operations. This allows CAmkES to provide suitable end-to-end timing guarantees for real-time systems. As future work, we intend to extend our concurrency framework in several ways: the addition of threads and notification mechanisms to CPI endpoints that use Priority Inheritance Protocol, so that PIP can be extended across multiple CPIs; expansion of our framework to support end-to-end timing guarantees across asynchronous event notifications; modification of the CAmkES parser to allow the user-supplied initialization function to remain the default __init__: a mechanism supporting transitive closure over request chains, allowing more robust deadlock detection and alerting to invalid component request configurations; and support for request cancellation, as in [23]. We additionally plan to evaluate in comparison with the Patina API [14], and we are considering formal verification of our mechanisms.
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